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A general framework of the universal quantum cloning machine for single qubits, pure or mixed,
is constructed. This cloning machine is optimal since the shrinking factor of the copies achieves
its upper-bound. All known universal cloning machines for single qubits are subsets of this cloning
machine. We obtain a new expansion of the single mixed qubits, and also propose a corresponding
optimal cloning machine for this form.
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Introduction– It is impossible to clone an unknown
quantum state perfectly. This is the well-known no-
cloning theorem in quantum information[1]. While on the
other hand it is not the end of the story, the no-cloning
theorem does not forbid imperfect quantum cloning. The
universal and optimal quantum cloning of an unknown
qubit was proposed in Ref.[2] which can clone a pure
qubit to two same copies with fidelity 5/6, and later
various quantum cloning machines and related topics
were studied for different purposes[3-26], for reviews, see
Refs.[21, 22].
An interesting topic in studying quantum cloning
machines is the phase-covariant quantum cloning
machine[12, 13, 14]. For a completely unknown pure
qubit |ψ〉 = cos θ| ↑〉 + sin θeiφ| ↓〉, where θ ∈ [0, pi], φ ∈
[0, 2pi}, the optimal fidelity of the universal quantum
cloning machine is 5/6 ≈ 83% [2, 3]. If we know par-
tial information of the input qubit, for example, θ = pi/2
and the only unknown parameter is the phase param-
eter φ ∈ [0, 2pi}, the optimal fidelity of the phase-
covariant cloning machine for this equatorial qubit can
be 1/2 +
√
1/2 ≈ 85%. It is obvious that this fidelity
of phase-covariant quantum cloning where only phase is
unknown is strictly larger than the universal cloning ma-
chine where both phase and the amplitude are unknown.
This may roughly be explained by the uncertainty prin-
ciple in quantum mechanics, i.e., an unknown quantum
state can not be measured exactly. If the uncertainty
about a quantum state decreases, the quality of the mea-
sure will improve. If we further restrict the fixed pa-
rameter θ such that it approaches 0 continuously until
the input state becomes a known qubit |ψ〉 = | ↑〉, the
fidelity of the quantum cloning will increase monotoni-
cally from around 85% until 1. In the extreme case, the
pure qubit need to be cloned is known exactly |ψ〉 = | ↑〉,
we can prepare arbitrary number of copies perfectly. In
this sense, a prior partial information of the input qubit
is helpful in increasing the fidelity of the copies.
In a review of the quantum cloning in Ref.[21], the first
open question raised by the authors is the optimal cloning
of mixed states. We will study this problem in this Letter.
For an unknown mixed qubit ρ =
∑
j pj |ψj〉〈ψj |, both the
probability distribution {pj} and the pure states {|ψj〉}
in the decomposition are unknown. In this sense, the
uncertainty about a mixed qubit ρ is larger than a pure
qubit |ψ〉. An intuitive idea about the quantum cloning of
mixed qubits is that the corresponding fidelity will be less
than the pure states quantum cloning. However, counter-
intuitively, we will show in this Letter, the fidelity of the
quantum cloning of single mixed qubits is the same as
the quantum cloning of single pure qubits.
Remarks about universal cloning machine– Before pro-
ceed, let us introduce briefly the universal quantum
cloning and some related literatures of the mixed sin-
gle qubits cloning. (i) The universal quantum cloning
of a single mixed qubit ρ is the same as the cloning of
a single pure qubit |ψ〉. The general universal cloning
machine is first to add the ancillary state R, then per-
form the cloning unitary transformation U and trace out
the ancillary state again, we finally obtain the output
state ρout = TrRU(|ψ〉〈ψ| ⊗ R)U †. This cloning proce-
dure also works for a mixed qubit, i.e., we can replace
|ψ〉〈ψ| directly by ρ. And the cloning machine is univer-
sal and optimal. So the cloning of a single qubit (pure or
mixed) is already knonw. In this Letter, the cloning of
single mixed qubits is to study the cloning of N (N ≥ 1)
copies of ρ, i.e.,ρ⊗N , to M copies. (ii) We generally use
fidelity to quantify the quality of the copies in the quan-
tum cloning. For pure input qubit |ψ〉, suppose the sin-
gle qubit output state is ρsingleout , the fidelity is defined as
F = 〈ψ|ρsingleout |ψ〉. The cloning machine is optimal is in
the sense that the fidelity achieves its upper bound. Since
the cloning machine under consideration is universal, the
single qubit of input and output satisfy a scalar relation
ρsingleout = s|ψ〉〈ψ|+ 1−s2 I, where I is the identity, and I/2
is the completely mixed state which acts as the noisy and
contains no information. Apparently the fidelity and the
shrinking factor is related, F = (1+ s)/2. So the shrink-
ing factor s can be used to quantify the quality of the
copies. For example, the shrinking factor for one to two
(one qubit input and two qubits output) optimal univer-
sal cloning machine is 2/3 which corresponds to optimal
fidelity 5/6. If we consider the mixed states universal
cloning, the scaler relation still holds ρsingleout = sρ+
1−s
2 I.
2And thus we can still use the shrinking factor to quan-
tify the quality of the cloning machine. In this sense,
the cloning machine is optimal means that the shrinking
factor achieves its upper bound. (iii) The optimal shrink-
ing factor with N pure identical qubits input |ψ〉⊗N and
M output copies is already known from state estimation
theory [23], s = N(M+2)M(N+2) . This corresponds to the op-
timal fidelity in Ref.[4], F = MN+M+NM(N+2) . It is obvious
that the optimal shrinking factor of the universal cloning
for an unknown single mixed qubits is upper-bounded
by that of the pure qubits s. Thus the problvem of the
optimal cloning of single mixed qubits is whether this
upper bound can be saturated or not. (iv) Some litera-
tures about the universal cloning of single mixed qubits
are as follows: In Ref.[24], the optimal purification of
single qubits ρ⊗N is studied. Then the pure states in
the purification is divided into two groups: one group
is identical pure qubits, and another group is consisted
of states which contain no information. And only the
states in the first group are cloned. The cloning machine
is consisted of several known pure states cloning ma-
chines. The fidelity of the copies is less than the optimal
fidelity of pure qubits. And along this method, the super-
broadcasting of mixed qubits is studied in Ref.[25, 26].
In this Lettr, we will use a different method to study
the cloning of single qubits. While we still start from
the purified states of ρ⊗N obtained in Ref.[24], but we
give the unitary cloning transformations for all kinds of
pure states. These cloning transformations are not only
for completely symmetric states, but also for some other
states, like antisymmetric state in the simplest case. We
would like to remark that both methods in Ref.[24, 25]
and in the present Letter are correct. And we can use
them for different purposes. (v) We thus provide a most
general cloning machine which works for both single pure
qubits and mixed qubits. This cloning machine is opti-
mal since the shrinking factor of the copies achieves its
upper bound. And actually the optimal cloning machine
for pure qubits in Ref.[4, 5, 10] is a subset of the general
cloning machine presented in this Letter. The cloning of
pure or mixed qubits are thus in the same framework.
(vi) We suppose the single qubits need to be cloned is
completely unknown, if we know a prior partial informa-
tion of the input qubit, it is possible to achieve a better
shrinking factor. (vii) Different from the purification of
ρ⊗N presented in Ref.[24], we expand ρ⊗N in another ba-
sis and thus provide a new purification method. We also
propose an optimal cloning machine for this purification
input.
Main results– To quantum clone single pure qubits, we
only need to study cloning transformations with the sym-
metric states as input since |ψ〉⊗N can be expressed in
terms of completely symmetric states [10, 16]. While the
pure states decompositoin of single mixed qubits ρ⊗N is
not restricted in the symmetric subspace. So the origi-
nal cloning procedure does not work for this case. For
example, the pure state decomposition of ρ ⊗ ρ involves
the singlet state |Ψ−〉 = (| ↑↓〉− | ↓↑〉)/√2 which is anti-
symmetric. An arbitrary mixed qubit can be written as
ρ = c0| ↑〉〈↑ | + c1| ↓〉〈↓ |, where c0 + c1 = 1, | ↑〉 and
| ↓〉 are two eigenstates of ρ. We suppose N = 2J (the
2J + 1 case can be solved in an analogous way). Cirac,
Ekert and Macchiavello [24] obtained the decomposition




















J − j − 1
)
, (j 6= J), (2)
|jmα〉 = Vj,α|jm1〉, (3)
|jm1〉 = |(j −m) ↑, (j +m) ↓〉 ⊗ |Ψ−〉⊗J−j , (4)
and α = 0 if j = J , and α = 1, 2, · · · , dj if j 6= J ,
|(j − m) ↑, (j + m) ↓〉 is a normalized completely sym-
metric state with j −m spins up and j +m spins down,
unitary operator Vj,α is to ensure |jmα〉 are orthonormal
for different α, |jm0〉 ≡ |(j −m) ↑, (j +m) ↓〉.
Our aim is to find a N toM universal cloning machine,
i.e., to create M copies from N single qubits ρ⊗N . Our
main result in this Letter is:
Thorem: The following N to M universal cloning ma-
chine for single qubits is optimal in the sense the shrink-
ing factor achieves the upper bound s = N(M+2)M(N+2) .
The unitary cloning transformation U is defined as:
U |jmα〉 ⊗R =
M−N∑
k=0
βmk| (M − J −m− k) ↑) ,








(M − J −m− k)!(J +m+ k)!
(J −m)!(M −N − k)!(J +m)!k! , (6)
state |k ↑, j ↓〉α is similar as the symmetric state |k ↑
, j ↓〉 but each term in it has a phase so that they are
orthogonal for different α. One important property of
this state is that all single-qubit reduced density operator
of it are equal to each other by tracing out i+j−1 qubits.
This is the same as the symmetric state. Explicitly, we
have




















l ∈ SN which is the symmetric group corresponding
to the Young diagram (2j, 2J − 2j). The ancillary state
R(M−N−k)↑,k↓ can be realized as |(M − N − k) ↑, k ↓〉
which will be traced out to obtain the output state of
the cloning machine.
Proof: By using the cloning transformation, theM -qubit










mk|(M − J −m− k) ↑, (J +m
+k) ↓〉αα〈(M − J −m− k) ↑, (J +m+ k) ↓ |, (8)







k=0 . In order to show the
cloning machine is optimal, we should calculate the
single-qubit reduced density operator ρsingleout by tracing
outM−1 qubits from the output state ρout. We can find
that all M states ρsingleout are equal due to the property































(M −N)!(N + 1)!
(M + 1)!(N −m′)!
(M −m′ − k)!(m′ + k)!
(M −N − k)!m′!k!
×
(
M −m′ − k
M















Really the shrinking factor achieves the upper bound.
This ends the proof.
The cloning maps PN→M are covariant for arbitrary
operator u ∈ SU(2) [5], that is PN→M [(uρu†)⊗N ] =
u⊗MPN→M (u†)⊗M . So the cloning machine defined in
(5,6) works for arbitrary qubit ρ. When the input is sin-
gle pure qubits, that is ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|, where |ψ〉 = cos θ| ↑






(cos θ)j(sin θeiφ)N−j |j ↑, (N − j) ↓〉 which
is spaned by symmetric states, the cloning machine (5,6)
recovers the pure states cloning machine [10].
Optimal cloning of single mixed qubits by projection
method– The well-acceptedN toM quantum cloning ma-
chine of pure states is proposed by Werner [5]. Suppose






where I is the completely mixed qubit, SM is the sym-
metric projection operator with a whole normalization




j=0 |j ↑, (M − j) ↓
〉〈j ↑, (M−j) ↓ |. The output state of Werner cloning ma-
chine is equal to that of the cloning machine in Ref.[10].
For mixed state case, however, it is still not clear how to
construct a cloning mahine by projection method. For
example, suppose ρ = c0| ↑〉〈↑ | + c1| ↓〉〈↓ |, and denote
|Ψ+〉 = (| ↑↓〉+ | ↓↑〉)/√2, the input state ρ⊗2 takes the
form
ρ⊗2 = c0c1|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|+ (c20|2 ↑〉〈2 ↑ |
+c0c1|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|+ c21|2 ↓〉〈2 ↓ |). (12)
By Werner cloning machine [5], the output state is ρout =
c20|2 ↑〉〈2 ↑ | + c0c1|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+| + c21|2 ↓〉〈2 ↓ | which is not
ρ⊗2. Actually the cloning process is neither universal nor
optimal for mixed qubits input. The result in (5,6) works
for this case, the output state is simply ρ⊗2, as expected.
Pure states decomposition of single mixed qubits by a
new basis and the optimal cloning machine– The input
used in cloning machine of Eqs.(5,6) is the purification of
ρ⊗N . In this section, we will expand ρ⊗N by a different
basis and introduce correspondingly the optimal cloning
machine for this kind of input. We know that








(| ↑〉〈↑ |)⊗N−m(| ↓〉〈↓ |)⊗m] ,(13)
where Pj denotes j-th permutation operator, and the






mations of m and j are from 0 to N and from 1 to g, re-
spectively. We can represent the state ρ⊗N by the basis
{|(N −m) ↑,m ↓〉α}gα=0 since it constitutes a complete







1 |(N −m) ↑,m ↓〉α
α〈(N −m) ↑,m ↓ |. (14)
Compared with the form in Eq.(1), the property of the
expansion (14) is that for each pure state in it, {|(N −
m) ↑,m ↓〉α}, the reduced density operator of the single
qubit is the same.
We can propose the following cloning machine
U ′|(N −m) ↑,m ↓〉α ⊗R =
M−N∑
k=0
β′mk| (M −m− k) ↑) ,








(M −m− k)!(m+ k)!
(N −m)!(M −N − k)!m!k! . (16)
Similarly for the cloning machine defined in Eqs.(15,16),
we can find the scalar equation as in Eq.(10) with the op-
timal shrinking factor. Thus with a new expansion (14),
we can still find an universal optimal quantum cloning
machine.
Summary and discussions–In summary, we propose
a univeral quantum cloning machine for single mixed
qubits. This cloning machine is optimal in the sense
that the shrinking factor between single qubit input and
output achieves the upper-bound. This cloning machine
works equally well for both pure and mixed single qubits.
For pure states input, it recovers the previous known
cloning machines [2, 4, 5, 10, 16]. We also obtained a
new expansion for the input state ρ⊗N , and the cloning
machine is also found for this case.
From Werner cloning machine [5] as in Eq.(11), we
can have an intuitive understanding of the optimal uni-
versal cloning machine: the input state which contains
all information and the completely mixed state with no
information are equally projected to copies in symmetric
subspace. For mixed state case, no such intuitive under-
standing is available. However, the concept behind our
proposed cloning machine in Eq.(15) is that the single
qubit output state is the same if the single qubit input
state is the same. That is the reason, for different α, the
parameters (16) do not change. In this sense, roughly
speaking, an intuitive understanding of our cloning ma-
chine in this Letter is that the information of the input
state should also be equally distributed to all copies. To
be more explicit, as an example, we can find that the
single qubit output states for input |Ψ+〉 and |Ψ−〉 are
the same.
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